Siduri
Siduri is the Babylonian goddess of
wine – the keeper of the wine of
eternal life. Siduri is also the realised
goal of two wine lovers; Dianna and
Adam Lee, from Texas.

Siduri’s winemaking goal is to produce Pinot Noir that best captures
the distinct flavour and character of a given vineyard site. To that
end, they focus only on Pinot Noir (Siduri makes no other varietals)
and only from sites that provide exceptional fruit. The self taught
winemakers produce single vineyard Pinot Noir from the most
acclaimed growers and vineyard sites in California and Oregon.
They are fanatical in the protection of the vineyard flavour and are
determined not to let any overt winemaking components mute the
personality of an individual site.
Given that the majority of the wines are single vineyard offerings, it
is critical to maintain the site’s individual character in order to
provide a truly diverse offering of wines.

In the cellar, they vinifiy each wine separately by block, clone and
barrel type in order to maximize the individual components and
provide greater complexity to the final blend. This approach also
provides much more flexibility in crafting a wine using only the best
Buoyed by the belief that we could and most harmonious lots.
become winemakers and make our
own Pinot Noir, we left our families
and jobs in Texas and moved to
California’s Sonoma wine country. We
spent several years working at small,
family owned wineries, using any and
all free time to learn everything we
could about growing grapes and
making wine.
In 1994 we launched Siduri Wines with
our first release, which was met with
great critical success and led us to
search for additional high quality Pinot
Noir grapes.
Today, Siduri produces single vineyard
Pinot Noir from 20 different vineyards
stretching from Santa Barbara north to
Oregon’s Willamette Valley. We have
been fortunate enough to establish
relationships
with
top
tier
growers/vineyards including: Pisoni,
Van der Kamp and Clos Pepe .
They believe in minimal intervention, ‘gentle’ winemaking. In other

words, letting the wine make itself. They do not want to do anything
to the wine that isn’t absolutely necessary.
To date, they have never filtered or fined any wine, believing that,
more often than not, these procedures strip wines of flavour and
character.
They believe that the best Pinot Noir expresses its origins. Their
goal is not to produce the world’s best Pinot Noir but rather to
produce the very best Pinot Noir from a given site.
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